Tagungsbericht 39/1995
"FuDction Spaces"
17.-23.09.1995
The international conference on "Function Spaces" was held from Septenlber 17 to
September 23, 1995 in Oberwolfach. The organizing committee consisted of A. Frölicher
(Geneve), H. Herrlich (Bremen) and G. Preuß (Berlin). The meeting was opened by
G. Preuß who welcomed 23 participants from 10 countries and proposed oue minute of
silence for the late colleagues V. Koutnik (Czech Republic) and K. Morita (Japan).
Sinlultaneously, a conference on category theory took place in Oberwolfach. On account
of this reasoIl there was ample time for fruitful discussions between and after the
presented lectures. The special flavour of this n1eeting resulted from the fact that
scientists working in ITlany different areas of function spaces came together. Thus,
e.g. pure topologists joined workers in the field of applications in analysis.
Thc talks and discussions dealt nlainly with the theory of function spaces in the following contexts:
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III)
IV)

Axionlatic Set Theory (Herrlich)
(ieneral Topology:
(a) topological spaccs (Hllsek, Schröder)
(b) generalizcd topological spaces [pretopological spaces; convergence
spaces; and convergence approach spaces] (Lowen-Colebunders, Richter;
C;iulit- Vainio; Kent)
.
.:.fc) sequential span~s (Fric)
(cl) proximity spaces (Bentley)
(e) semiuniforrn convergence spaces (Preuß)
Category Theory (Gähler, Nguyen, Porst, Strecker)

Appl ication~:
(a) logic (Kleisli)
(h) topological algebra (Fric)
(c) analysis (Adanl, Frölichcr, Kriegl)
(cl) duality thcories (Erne)
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Besides other ones thc following results are ve~y ren1arkable:

ZF set theory compactlless splits into
various forms (A-, B-, C-, and D-compactness) that behave quite differelltly.
Here he demonstrated the surprising faet that the Ascoli rrheorem holds in Z F
(a) for A-compactness (same for B-eompactness resp. C-compac.tness) iff t.he.
Boolean prime ideal theorem holds,
(b) for D-compactness iff the axiom of choice holds.

1. H. Herrlich has shöwn earlier that in

2. M. Husek (jointly with S. Watson) solved Herrlieh's 1991-probleln whether lnetrizable spaces are almost coreflective in Top in the following surprising way: the
answer is 'no'; however it is 'yes' provided Top is replaced by the category of
To-spaces. [Equivalently (in the terminologyra- function spaces): a topological
spaee X is a To-space if and only if the function spaee fUBetor C (-, }[) frollI
the eategory of metrizable spaces to Top is a weak retract of the function spac.e
functor C( -, Mx) for same metrizable topological space Mx.]
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3. E. Lowen-Colebunders has demonstrated earlier that (a) in the categroy Pr Top
of pretopologieal spaces the exponential objects are precisely the finitely generated ones. Here she demonstrated that, moreover, (b) the finitely generated
spaccs form the largest cartesian closed coreßective subcategory of Pr Top - a
result that contrasts sharply with the situation in Top (though smaller than
Pr Top, Top has larger cartesian closed coreflective subeategories than the Ol1P.
consistin~ finitely generated topological spaces). Using different met.hods,
G. Richter den10nstrated that (e) the result (a) above extends to To-, T 1--, an<!
T2 -pretopological spaces.
4. H.L. Bentley (jointly with M. Husek) presented a Stone-Weierstraß theorenl in

the setting of proximity spaces.
5. G. Preuß introduced earlier seluiunifonn convergence spaces (s. u.c.sp.) as a COIlvenient setting for studying topological problems. Here he dcrnonstrated that thc
locally c~mpact s.u.c.sp. form a cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of thp.
category SV Conv of s.u.c.sp. whose exponential objects can be easily described .
Furthermore, thc concepts "locally compact" and "compactly gCllerated" coin- ~
eide in eontrast to the situation in Top. Note that the Hausdorffaxiolll is
not needed whereas in Top the (compact Hausdorff)-generated spaces fornl a
cartesian closed subcategory hut the (compact )-generated spaces do not form a
cartesian c10sed subcategory.
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6. Using a suitable sYlnmetrie monoidal elosed category ~ and a sui\able cartcsian
closed category ~, H. Kleisli constructed an adjoi~t situation ß.
Q that call
serve as a model for linear logic.
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7. The uniform boundedness principle is usually fornlulated for locally convex spaces. A. Frölicher (joint work with Cl.-A. Fanre) demonstrated convincingly that
by replacing the space of linear continuous fUllctions by the one of linear bornological func.tions, i .e. by working in the category of bornological spaces (instead of
locally convex olles) olle obtains lnuch nicer results. Moreover, the classical theorems can be recovered from the new results in an elegant manner.
8. A. Kriegl reported on joint work with P. Michor cODcerning infinite diulensiollal
Lie groups. The most spectacular result: every Lie algebra homomorphism integrates to a Lie group homomorphislll, provided that the source group is simply
connected and the image group is regular. This has many applications, since it
was shown also that the important function spaces of diffeoI.norphisms are regular
Lie groups. Among the many modern tools which are used one finds the calculus
for convenient vector spaces and latest results of E. Adam on the approximation
property.
9. M. Erne developed asymmetrie duality theory covering about a dozen familiar
dualities between certain categories of ordered sets on one hand and certain categories of topological algebras on the other hand as special cases. The duality
functors in botb directions are suitable function-space functors.

At the end of the conference several of the participants expressed the hope that a
silnilar conference could be held again in some years in the inspiring atmosphere of .the
MathelnaticaJ Research Institute of Oberwolfac.h.

A. Frölicher

H. Herrlich

G. Preuß
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ABST'RACTS
E. Adam

Approximation properties
Cla..<;sically, a locally convex space E is said to have the approxinlation property jf the
space E,' @ E of operators on E of finite rank is dense in the space f,( E, E) of contiuuous
linear operators Oll E with respect to tbe trace of the topology of uniform convergenc.e
on relatively compact subsets of the completion E on L(E, E). In the setting of the
infinite dimensional calculus due to Frölicher and Kriegl, the objects of which are the
socalIed convenient vector spaces forming a category that admits several isomorphie
dcsc.riptions, it turns out to be fruitful to consider other structures than locally convex
ones, in particular bornological ones. The question, whether the operational tangent
space in a point of a manifold modelIed on convenient vector spaces coincides with thc .
kinematic one, leads us to formulate approximation property in terms of eonvenient
vector space structure: which conditions ensure denseness of E' ® E in L(E, E) for E
a convenient vector space, with respect to several more or less natural topologies on
t.he space of morphisms? We give sonle stability properties for three different kinds
of approximation property and show that nlany of the naturally appearing spaces of
smooth fUllctions have the strongest among these.

e

H.L. Bentley (joint work with M. Husek)

A Stone-Wei~rstrass Theorem for Proximity Spaces
As a consequence of the version of such a theorenl which appears in the book L'Topological Spaces" by E. Cech, we prove:
(*) Theorem: Let X be a proximity space, p. (X) the algebraover m of all proximally
continuous f : .Y ~ m, and A a subalgebra of P·(X) containing t.he real constants.
On P*(X), place the sup nornl topology. Then the following are equivalent for any
9 E P*(X):
(1) 9 E Cl A.
(2) grt converges for any filter rt such that 1ft converges for every f E A.
This theorem has fornled the basis for establishing a. Katetov dimension theory for
proximity spaces.

M. Erne
Asymmetrie generalization of Stone-type dualities
There are at least a dozen of more or less known dualities between certain categorics
4
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oe ordered sets, a1gebeas oe (selui)lattices and certain categories of topoLogical spaces
(algebeas, ordered sets ete.), for example, between
- spatial frarnes and sober spaces,
- bounded distributive (selni)lattices and Stoue spaces,
superalgebraic Jattices and A-discrete To-spaces,
- semilattices and compact totally disconnected topological selnilattices (alias algebraic lattices),
ete. SOlne other nlore algebraieally ßavored dualities, where a topological approach is
not so evident, turn out to be similarly structured.
We develop a general "synlnletric duality theory", eovering these and nlany otber dualities (also some new ones), based on so-called R-invariant subset selections, .~signing
to each ordered set a certain collection of subsets. Given two such selectio~:~' ~~,
we establish a duality between the categories ZSX and XSZ, where the objects of
ZS)( are z..-sober spaces with an open base of X-compact sets, and morphis~s are
.K-proper maps between them (such that the inverse image nlaps preserve X -e9mpact
open sets). In many cases (but not always), the involved duality functors in hath directions are obtainable as spac.es of functions iuto thc components of a "schizophrenie
object" (S'~, .?~J, where 8~ is the Sierpinski space S or obtained fronl S by dropping
the enlpty closed set. More invoJved is the problem of determining products, function
spaces etc. in thp. general categories ZSX (ir such constructions exist at all).

z..,

R.. Fric
Sequentially continuous functions and sequential envelopes
Thc ring of all sequelltially contilluouS (real-valued) functions can be studied as an
aI:i a TOOL to study the underlying space (carrying a seq. convergence).
1. OBJECT. It is known that the ring B(R) of all Baire functions carrying the pointwise
convergence yields a sequential cOlnpletion of the ring C(R) of aB continuous functions.
We investigate various sequential convergences related to the pointwise convergence and
t.he proce.ss of completion of (:( R). In particular, we prove that the pointwise convergellce fails to be strict (the proof is due to Jan Borsik) and prove the existence of
the categorical ring cOlupletion of C(R) which differs fronl B(R). (Renlelnber, 110t all
seq. eonv. rings do have a completion. In fact we prove that the subcategory of all
seq. COllV. complete rings is epireflective in the category of all seq. conv. rings having
a cOlnpletion.)

OBJECT, but aC5 weil
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2. l~OOL. The sequential envelope is thc s~quential analogue of the Cech~Stone C.Olllpactification or the Hewitt real compactification. Wegive a short survcy of what is
known ahout the sequential envelopes (it is about the extension of sP-q. continuous
fUIlCtiollS)· and put forward some questions related to the preservation of sequential
convergence of a given type when passing from sequentially continuous functions to
their continuous extensions.

A. Fröhlicher (joint work with Cl.-A. Faure)

On the Uniform Boundedness Principle (U.B.P.)
Thc classical version of the U.B.P. uses locally convex spaces E, Fand states thai,
under certaill conditions (e.g. if E is barelIed or if E is locally conlplete) two bornologies
on the function space L( E, F) of linear continuous maps E ~ F are identical. The
two respective bornologies on L(E, F)are described by means of the bornologies on
E, F which are determined by thc locally convex topologies. This indicates that one
should consider bornological vector spaces E, F instead of locally convex ones and
sfudy tbe function st)ace L( E, F) formed by the linear bornological maps E ~ F.
One obtains in fact nicer results in this situation. We shall say: the U.B.P. holds for
L(E, F) if for B :::; L(E, F) ODe has B(a) ~ F bouncled for all a E E <=> B(A) ~ F
bounded for all bouilded A ~ E. In the following F is supposed to be a L~liIiear
bornological space", i.e. that oue has for A ~ F: A ~ F boullded <=> l(A) ~ III
bounded for all linear borllological i : F ~ m. This condition holds iff there exists a
locally convex topology on F inducing the bornology.
Theorcnl. For a bOl"nological vector space cancl. 1), 2), 3), 4) are equivalent aBO
implied by 5):
1) The lI.B.P. ltolds for L(E,Hl);
2) The U. B.P. holds for L( E, F) for any linear bornological space f';
3) For b : E x G ~ F bilinear, G any bornological vector space, F as above, one has
b partially bornological ~ b bornological;
4) Every barrel of E is bornivorous (i.e. E is "barrelIed");
.1) ·E is Mackey-complete.
This leads to cOllsider the class of Mackey-complete linear bornological spaces. This
class has excellellt properties siuce both conditions cau be shown to carry over fonTI
F to L(E, F). By ilnposillg in addition aseparation condition oue obtains the so~~'
called convenient vector spaces which are the natural objects in general differenti"aiion
theory if one wants to get, together .with the smooth maps as marphisms, a cartesian
closed category. For this, the U .B.P. plays a fundamental Tale. This was pointed
out by A. Krieg) who proved in particular that 5) ==> 2). l'he cODsequence of the
V.B.P. for convenient vector spaces is the following: a map f : E ~ F is sOloath if
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0 f : E --+ IR is sluooth for all f. E L(F, Ul).
For thc proofs one could use the classieal theorem. Hut it is shorter to begin from the
scratch by means of the foJIo\ving lemma.: Let A, B be sets, A x B ~ m a map noted
(a, b) .....-...... a * b. TC A * B ~ IR is unbounded, there exist sequences ai E A, bj E Band
00

,t E 1. 1 S. t. for nEIN one has

I L ti . ai * bn I ~

n.

i=1

W. Gähler

Monadic topologies and representation
The nation of monadic topology provides an interesting extension of the classical topology and even of the fuzzy topology. This notion depends on a fi~ed partially ordered
monad (lf', 'S:, 1], p.) consistillg of a covariant funetor (<,0, 'S:) of SET to the category of
almost complete sup-semilattices (in which all non-empty ~uprema exist) "and two
natural transformation Tl and Jl such that (cp, TI, p.) is a monad over SET. Exam"ples are
the partially ordered filter monad, more general, the partial ordered fuzzy filter"monad,
and the partially ordered stack monad.
A Inonadic topology on a set X is a mapping p : X --+ <pX such tha.t TJx Cx) 'S:
p( x) holds for all x E X and p = nb 0 p, where nb : <pX ---+ epX is the associated
ne.ighbourhood operator !JX O'f'P of p. P is uniqueJy given by means of nb and, extending
<p)( by an "ilnproper'" object Ox to cpX, also by the related interior operator int :
[pX ~ cpX. Moreover, p is uniquely given by the set T of all open c.p-objects M,
which are defined by nb M = M or, equivalently, by int M = M. T also determines p
uniquely. We have that a subset T of r..pX consists of all open c.p-objects with respect
to a monadic topology if and only it it is closed with repect to all non-empty suprema
and with respect to all infima, so rar as they exist.
We obtain a more weU-known situation defining principal ep-objects Pa.e. with a E t/JX
and 0 E L by nleans of a contravariant functor (t/J, ~) of SET to the category of all
conlplete inf-semilattices and a special complete lattice L, called a valuation lattice.
Then under some assumptions the monadic topologies eao be characterized by the
relatcd opcnlj.l-objects a E 1{')(. In thc fuzzy filter case we have that a subset T of t/JX
consists of the open 'zP-ob jects wi th respect to a monadic topology if and only if T is
closed with respect to all suprema and all finite infima. Moreover, in the fuzzy stack
case we have that a subset T of t/JX cOllsists of the open 1/l-objects with respect to a
monadic topology if and only if T is closed with respect to all suprema.
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E. Giuli (Joint work with

M.M.

Clenlentino and W. Tholen)

Closure operators
To develop topology in an arbitrary category X, a subobject structure and a closure.
operator W.l'.t. this subobject strutcure are needed. A subobject structure is provided
by fixing an (ß.., M)-factorization structure for morphisms which extends to a factorization structure for sinks in K. The images f( m) are given by the second factot" or
the (l2, M)-factorization of f 0 m" and inverse images f-l(n)' are given by pullback.
Denoting by subX the complete lattice of aB subobjects of an object .X', a closure
operator of K w.r.t. M is defined as a family
e = {ex: subX

---+

e

SUbX}XEK

satisfying the properties (m, n E subX) : 1. m ~ ex(rn); 2. rn ~ n =} ex(m) ~ e.x(n);
3. For f: X ---+ Y,f(ex{m» ~ ey(f(m».
Let X be a category with subobjects, with finite products and with a closure operator
e. An object X is called Hausdorff if the diagonal fJ x : X ---io X X X is closed, and
it is called connected if 6x is dense. X is called compact if, for every object Y, thc
projection p : X x Y --+ Y satisfies p(ex (m» = ey (p( m» for every rne sub X.
Sy adding conditions on e (such as idempotency, (weak) hereditariness, etc.) and (ar)
on (f2, M) (such as Frobenius Reciprocity Law, the Beek-Chevalley Property, etc.)
lllany classical topological results related to separation axioms, compactness and to
connectedness can be obtained in the general context of a category with closure. .

H. Herrlich

Remarks on Ascoli's Theorem
Consider the followillg version of Ascoli 's Theorem:
(AT) Let ..\" be a locally conlpact T2 -space, let Y' be ametrie space, and let f'
C( ..X", Y). Then thc following are equivalent.

c

(1) F is conlpact in the compact-open topology,

(2) (a) F is closed in Y x w.r.t. the product topology,
(b) Vx E X 1rr [F] is closed in Y, and
(c) F is equicontinuous.
Does (AT) hold in ZF'? No. The precise status of (AT) in ZF depends Oll the definition
of compact~ess. Consider the following non-equivalent versions:
(1) X isA-compact provided X has the Heine-Borel property.

(2) X is B-coIllpact provided in X every ultrafilter converges.
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(3) X is C-colnpact provided X is eonlpletely regular aud in the ring C·CX) every
Inaxilnal ideal is fixed.

(4) X is D-conlpact provided every infinite subset of X has a conlp]ete acculllulation
point in X.
Theorem 1. Equivalent are:
(a) (AT) holds for A-colllpactness,
(h) (A~r) holds for B-compactness,
(c) (AT) holds for G"-compactness (in the completely regula.r version),
(cl) the Boolean prilne ideal theorenl (P IT) holds.
.
Theorem 2. Equivalent are:
(a) (AT) holds for D-compactness,
(h) the axiom of choice (AC) holds.

M. Husek (joint work with S. Watson)
Function spaces on metrizable spaces
H. Herrlich asked a niee quest ion in 1991 that we refornlulate and modify as folIows:
Descrihe those topological spaces ..X for which there exists a metrizable spaee Mx such
thaL the fUBetion space functor G"( -, X) from metrizahle spaces is a weak retract of

the funetion spaee fUBetor C( -, Mx). (The original formulation is in terms of almost
coreflec.tions: Is the dass of metrizable spaces almost coreflective in Top'!)
We provcd, jointly with S. Watson,. that exactly To--spaces havp. the above property
(or all spaces have the property if oue considers pseudometrizable spaces instead of
mctrizablc ones - an answer to the question of L. Bentley).
The Inethod of the proof shows that if one restriets the functors C( -, X) to' nonarchioledean oletrizable spaces, then oue may find Mx to have the same property. The
procedure generalizes to higher cardinals K in the sense that one can consider spaces
having h:-discrete open (ar clopen) hases or evel1 n:-disjoint open hases for the dOlllain
of function spac.es ancl for Mx.
It is still an open problenl (posed by Beutley and Husek, and being a subproblem
of anothcr Herrlich's question conceruing projectivity classes) whether olle may take
(perfectly) nOflual spaces, instead of Inetrizable oues, in answering the above questiol1.

D.C. Keilt (joint work with P. Brock)
Diagonal Axioms for Convergence Approach Space
Iu 1967, C.II. Cook and H.R. Fischer defined the following dual axionlS for a conver-
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g~llcespace (X, q).

F: Let J be a non-empty set, t/J : J ~ X, and let u : J ~ /F( X) have the properLy
a(y) ~ tj;(y), for aB y E J. Let F E IF'(J). Then: ~)(:F) ~ x => KuF ~ :C.
R: Let J be a non-empty set, t/J : J ~ X, and let u : J ~ IF'( X) have thc property
a(y) ~ tj;(y), for aB y E J. Let F E F(J). Then: Ka:F ~ x => t/J(}') ~ x.
In these axiorlls, KuF = UFE.1" nyEF u(y). It is known that a convergence space is
topological iff f' holdsand regular iff R holds. In thc category GAP of convergence
approach spaces (introduced by E. Lowen and R. Lowen in 1991), one may show that
the above axioms translate to tbe following:

(F): Ir J is a non-enlpty set, t/J : J -+ X, u : J
>"(KaF) ~ >"(1j;:F) + sUPyEJ >"(u(y))(1/J(y));

-+

F(X) and :F E F(J), then

(R): Ir J is a non-empty set, 'ljJ : J -+ X, (j
>"( 1/;:F) ::; >..( KU F) + SUPYEJ >"( cr(y))( t/J(y)).

-+.

F(X) and :F E F(J), then

:

J

e

Here (X, >") E \C API. The approach spaces (Lowen '89) are precisely those objects in
C Af:J satisfying (F); thc regular objects in C AP are those which satisfy (R). When we
consider pq$ - M et OO as a su bcategory of C AP (the former being function d : X x .Y -+[0,00] satisfying oilly d(x, x) = 0), (F) is equivalent to thc triangle inequality, whil~
(il) is equivalent to d(x, y) ::; d(x, z) + d(y, z), 'Ix, y, z EX. Fronl this we deduce that.
an object in pq -' !vI et CO is regular in C AP iff it is pseudo-metrizable.

H. Kleisli

How to topologize the space of continuous morphisms between topological
Banach balls?
The following problem of linar logic is presented: Find models for the full ILL, e.g. pa.irs

oi functors Bdbc
F

where i) (B,@,----<i,T) is a SMCC, ii) (G', x,[

],1) i8 a CCC

and iii) F -l U is a nlonoidal adjunction. (See: G.M. Biernlan, Univ. Calubridge
Camp. Lab. TR No 333 (1994)). The same for the classical LL, where in additioll the
existence of a dualizing object 1.. is required.
A Inodel for c1assical LL is described in the hope that the presentation nlight convince
menlbers of the categorical topology community to produce further nl0dels. Let Barr
denote the foll'Jwing category introduced by M. Barr 20 years ago. The objects are
unit balls of ßanach spaces carrying a convenient kind of locally convex topology.
The InorphisiuS are contilluouS rnaps which are c01l1patible with the absolute convex
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struclure of the uuit balls. Let Brown bc thc category of llausdorff spaces and kcoutinuous Inaps which R. Brown showcd to bc cartesian dosed 30 ycars ago. Finally
let U : Barr ~ ßrown bc lhc forgelful functor. The problenl consists in nlodifying
thc topology of cOlIlpact convergencc on t.he space [8, Cl of nlorphisrns B - - ? C in
order ta obtaill an internal hom-objec:t B - - - 0 C satisfying property i) and such that
the. dualizing ohjecl is thc unit ball Oa: of ([;. That has been ac.hieved by M. BarT
in 1976 (CTGD, Vol. XVII-4). A prüof of property iii) has bCCIl prcsented last ycar
by Rosicky, Kiinzi and Kleisli at thc Workshop on Categorical T'opology in L'Aquila
(Sept. 199t1).

A. Kriegl (with P. Michor)

Regular Infinite Dimensional Lie Groups

i ~ -.

rrhe notion of 'regular Frechet in group' has been introduced by Omori, Ma:eda and
Yoshioka in an attelllpt to find conditions which ensure thc existence of exponential
lllappillgs. Later it has been weakened by Milnor who required that smooth curves
in the Lie algebra integrate to snlooth curves in the group in a sluooth way. We use
this later ('oncept, but for general Lie groups modelIed on convenient vec.tor spaces.
Up to now llobody found a non-regular Lie group and in particular the inlportant
fUIlc.t,iolJ spacl'!" of diffeOl110rphisnls fornl regular Lie groups. \Ve were able to show
that regular Lic groups allow to push surprisingly for thc geometry of principal fibre
bundles: parallel transport cxists and ftat connection integrate to horizontal foliation
as in finite dilllcnslons. As consequences we obtain that Lie algebra homomorphisms
integrate t.o Lie group hOlllolllorphisnls, if t.he source group is sinlply connected and the
iTnagc grollp· is regular. Furthermore we gavc stability rcsults for short exact sequence
or Lic· groups and uscd this to give a new proof for the fonllula of the derivative of thc
cxponelltial nlapping.

~

L

E. Lowt'u Colebuuders (joint work with G. Sonck)

On the largest coreflective Cartesiall closed subconstruct of Prtop
\-Ve show lhat the sllhconstrllct Fing of Prtop, consisting of all finitely generated pre~

topologicaJ ~paces, is the largest Cartesian closcd coreflec.tive subconstruc.t of Prtop.
This ilnplies that in any coreftective. subconstruct of Prtop, exponential objects are
finitPly genpra.terl. Moreover, in any finit.f'ly productive, coreflective subconstruct, expOHcntial ohjec.ts are preci~cly those objects of the subconstruct that are finitely gen~
cratcd. 111 particular for Prtop itself, this 111eans that the dass of exponential objects
coincidcs with Fing. We give. Cl coulltercxalnple showing that without finite productivit.y tlw dass of cxponC'ntial ohject.s in a c.ore.Af'ctive suhconstruct C of Prtop can be
11
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strictly sn1aller than C n Fing.

T. Nguyeu

Characterizations of S- and SH-classes
Given an E-c.o-wellpowered (f,M) -cat. C.
Theorelu: A fuH and iso-closed subcat. B of C is weakly multi-[--reflec.tive if alld only
i f ß is closed in C under the formation of M -subobjects.
If there ex. a dass IP of C-objects such that C has enough lP'-projectives and for any
two C-objects Cl, C 2 there exists a P E lP and [-lllorphisIns P .~ CI and P ~ (~2,
then one has
Theoreln: B is c10sed under the formation of M-subobjects and f-quotiellts if a.no
only if ß = M -Inj for some M ~ M /PE, where M -Inj is the ruH subcat. of C
consisting of all M-injective objects and M IPE i5 the congloluerate of all snlall sources
(P ~ Ci)I with P E g:> and ei E E for each i E I.

H.-E. Porst

Motions and cartesian closedness
The conceptual necessity of using cartesian dosed categories in topology and analysis
in lllotivated through modelling the motion of a (non point-likc) body in space by
~'continuous" nlaps in different ways - ( 1) path (of a particle of the body) as a fu nc.tion
of partic.les, (2) position (of the body) as a func.tion of tinle, (:3) posit.ion (ar a particl~)
as a function of tinlc alld partide - which all ought to be equivalcllt.

G. Preuß

Local compactness in semiuniform convergence spaces
Recently sClniunifornl convergence spaces have been studied hy the author as a COllllll0n
gelleralization of (symlnetric) limit spaces (and thu5 of symlnetric topological spaces)
as weil as of uniform linlit spaces (and thus of uniform spaces) with many convenient
properties such as cartesian closedness, hereditariness and the fact that prod llctS of
quotients are quotients (published in Math. Japanica 41, 465--491). They fann t.hc
suitable framework for studying continuity, Cauchy continuity and uniforol continuity
as weIl as convergcnce structures in function spaces, namely sin1ple convergcnce, continuous convergence and unifornl convergence.
In tltis talk the localization of cOlllpactness has been introduced in thc realnl of sClni-
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unifornl convergencc structurcs. It turned out that tbc categroy LC-SUConv of locally
cOlllpacl sellliunifonll convergence spaces (and uniformly continouous Inaps) is a bicorcAective cartesian closed subcategory of the category SUConv of senliuniform COllVf'rgence spaces (and unifornlly continuous maps) containing all cOInpact selniuniform
convergellce spaces. Furthernlore, LC-SUConv is the bicoreflective hull of all compact
sCllliunifonll c.onvergence spaces (formed in SUConv), in other words: a sellliuniform
convergenc.e space is locally compact iff it is compactly generated. As is well-known
this statenlcnt. is not. trtte in the realm of topological spaces.
Though thc category ce Haus of compactly generatecl Hausdorff topological spaces
(= k-spaces) has beeil used by several authors as a nice fraInework for homotopy theory, topological algebra and duality theory because of its cartesian closedness, it has
thc disadvantage that its objects have not been described by means of suitable axioms
in constrast to the situation for semiuniforrn convergence spaces (or for limit spaces).
In our context thc kelleyfication (= compactly generated modification) kXof a Hausdorff topological space X is obtained "by forming the underlying topologidl.(space of
the locally compac.t modification (= bicoreflective modification of X with respect to
LC--SUConv) of X (considcred as a semiuniforrn convergence space).

G. Richter
Exponentials in the category of Hausdorff pretopological spaces
In 1993 E. Lowcn· Colebunders and G. Sonk discovered that the exponential objects in
the catcgory of all prctopological spaces are just the finitely generated ones. This quite
UIWxp(~cted illt~rllal charactcri~ation requires essentially the initially dense (noll Hausdorfr) spac.c B anel t.he. respec.tivc externat description of exponentials by F.Schwarz,
198:1. This approach fails badly t.o apply to the Hausdorff case. Hut. theft~ is a complctely different, purcly pretopological, and very elementary rncthod which reproves
thc abovc Illcnt.ioneo rcsult and works for Hausdorff spaccs as weIl as for To- and T 1~paces. In any casc, t.hc exponclItials a.re just the finitely generated ones, hence discrete
for 1~1 allel Tl.

J. Sc.hrödcr
Survey on Urysohn Spaces
A topolop;ical spac.e is called 1] rysohn, if any two distinct points can be separated by
elisjoint dosed neighbourhoods. 'fhe difference betweell Hausdorff- (H) and Urysohnspac.es (U), though smalI, has inlportant c.onscquences in many areas of General Topology. Consider the following c.ardinal functions:
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Hl)
UI)

lXI
lXI
lXI
lXI

~
~
~
~
~
~

2L (X h :(X),
2aL (X)x(X),
2c(X)x(X),
2u c(X)x(X),

Archangelski 1969

Bella & Cammaroto 1988
Hajnal & Juhasz 1967
U2)
Schröder 1992
H:3) 1.\'1 2s (X)r,!J(X),
Hajnal & .Juhasz 1967, X Tl
(3) lXI 2Us (X)1/Jd X ), Schröder 1992, X T 2
The general question, whether the separation axiom can bc weakcned in Hland U 1 is
unsolved. It can be weakened to Tl in Hl in the case of cOlnpact spaces [Gryzlow] anti
to T2 in VI in the case of absolutely closed spaces {Dow & Porter].
Regular A-compact spaces with large pseudocharacter t/;( x, X) ~ A for every x E ~\"
have at least 2>' points [Alas1992]. This is wrong for T2 spaces. Is it true for Urysohn
spaces? The answer is yes for countable compact spaces. Thc general case is unsolved.
Quasi hereditarily Lindelöf (QHL) T2 spaces may have arbitrary cardinality, QHL
Urysohn spaces have cardinality ~ 2No [Hajnal & Szentnliklossy 1982], see also
[Schröder 1992].

H2)

...

G.E. Strecker
Flows and Wolfs
In 1994 Herrlich alld ~1eyer introduced the concept of flow as a COnl1l10n gel1eralizatiull
. of thc concepts of sink and of set-indexed sourees, aud they investigated categories
that have (~, A4)-factorization structures for flows (i.e. (ß.., M}-categories für flows).
'fhey characterized several types of complcteness properties for categories in ternlS
of factorization structures for flows. We approach this topic frOlll the standpoint. of
a functor A. ~ [i, define F -flows and obtain results concerlling functors that have
(fi, i\J)-factorization structures for flows (i.e. CE.., M)-functors for nows). E.g., each
such functor is coadjoint. Sillce a category A. is an (E.., M)-category for flows iff id!1 i~
an (ß.., }\tl)-functor for flows, our results t.urn out to be extensions of those of Herrlirh
and rvleycr.
ThIU. Given functors A. ~ 11 ~ !2 with one coadjoint and the other l:-colnplete für
same category L, then C; 0 F is I -complete as weIl.
Cor. Functors with flow factorization structure are c0111positivc.
Cor. lf A. ~ !l.. is coadjoint and either A 01' fl. has products, then F has a How-·
factorization structure.
We propose thc name ~~wolf' for the concept dual to that of "flow'~.
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R. Vainio

A different approach to connectedness and disconnectedness
This approach is applicable whenever function spaces satisfy the exponential laws. It
is presellted for litllit spaces and continuous tuaps. Classes of liluit spaces are always
assutllp.d to be hOtneonlorphisnl-closed. Let E> and E be such classes, and let ecCE, E»
denote the dass generated by all spaces Cc(S', T), SEE, T E 0. Finally asume E
contains all singleton spaces. We say e is a fix-dass for E, if (,,"c(E, 8) = 8. Every
E has asnlallest and a largest fix-dass, namely the class of singleton spaces and the
dass of alt litnit spaces. Intermediate fix-classes are given by, for instance, the totally
disconnected spaccs and the separation axioms To, Tl and T2 •
Let cS denote the largest class, for which is a fix-class, and deo I: the largest fix-class
for E contained in So. For a suitable choice of initial c1asses, tbe related classes ce
and deo E define natural concepts of connectedness and disconnectedness, respectively.
Operators c, deo defille a Galois connection between classes that are closed under fornlation of subspaces and refinement of structure, and classes that are closed under
formation of finite products and continuous images. Hence, the operators reverse inclusion, and thc c.omposed operators cdAo and deoc are closure operators.

e

Berichterstatter: G. Preuß
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